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But if you are a business user, it's a must to have a backup. Make a copy of the entire drive including Dell created partitions. Do not DELETE them because
they're there to restore a system in the event of a mistake. So, either a disk drive or a separate USB drive (that comes with the laptop as an option) with
DBaR 1.9.0.22 should be a good choice. The DBaR restore partitions (including the USB drive) can be removed with the routine DISKPART you have used
before, so if you have a good working system to restore, then do one more backup with DISKPART first. Else, you need to create a USB drive or hard drive
with DBaR 1.9.0.22, do the backup with DBaR and then delete all partitions except BIOS, Windows and Dell restore partitions. (You can do all these with

DISKPART but it may not work right.) Then, follow the DBaR steps to completely re-install Windows. Good to know that recovery is not an option for the Dell
supplied data partition. If you had DBaR enabled before you installed Windows 10 Pro, it would have renamed the Windows recovery partition to

HP_RECOVERY. You don't need to recover your system and can go ahead with a fresh install. Just make sure you have DBaR.22 installed before trying to do a
fresh install. The problem I have encountered is: the Dell provided Recovery Partition is not getting deleted in my situation when I perform the "Later" button
selection. The "Already have DBaR 1.9.0.22" box does not show up if there are no partitions listed on the hard drive. The DELL provided partitions only show

up if the "Ignore this partition" option is unchecked at the bottom. I assume that's why it's not listed in the "Already have DBaR 1.9.0.22" box.
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it is possible to upgrade a
windows 7 installation to

windows 10 using dbar. to
begin, you will need to

perform a clean installation
of windows 10. after you

have installed windows 10,
you will need to perform a
clean installation of dbar.

dbar1.9 can upgrade
windows 7 installations to

windows 10. the dbar
functionality is built into
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windows 7, and there is no
need for additional

hardware. the upgrade will
not require going through a
microsoft activation process.
if you are upgrading a dell-
installed version of windows
7, it is required that you first

back up the dell recovery
partition (drp) before
performing the dbar

upgrade, because the
original files are not

compatible with the new
operating system. answer:
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either there is no upgrade
for the windows 7, or that
dell backup & recovery is

incompatible with windows
10. further, i can confirm

that i have just upgraded an
8.1 system (previous to

dbar1.9) to 10 using dbar
1.9 without any problems. hi

mark, i don't have a
problem with 7, there is no

reason in this version to
downgrade it. with windows
8/8.1, backup and recovery
was not yet optimized for
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windows 10, because the
windows recovery manager

was still in its infancy.
hence, they are more likely
to give trouble. it appears

that dell has suddenly
implemented an automatic

activation failure for
windows 10 home with the
following (non-functional)

error message:"attempting
windows activation failed:

error 0xc004f04d" i am
using a dell poweredge s900

with dell windows 10
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product key. i am trying to
activate the dell on my local
network via the "dell backup

and recovery" interface.
how can i activate the dell

backup and recovery
product? 5ec8ef588b
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